
45 litre rectangular step can grey

Our rectangular step can features a
built-in 'liner pocket' that stores and
dispenses liners from inside the can.
Its stainless steel liner rim flips up
for a quick bag change, then closes
to grip the liner and keep it hidden.
The strong wide steel pedal is
designed to last, and our patented lid
shox technology ensures a smooth,
silent close every time. Our code K
liner refill packs (20 liners per) fit this
can's liner pocket perfectly,
dispensing liners one at a time from
inside the can for a faster liner
change.

easy liner refills: Built-in liner pocket
holds code K liner refill packs (20 liners
per) and dispenses liners one by one
effortlessly - no perforations or
unraveling.

neat and secure: Stainless steel liner
rim flips up for a quick and easy bag
change, then closes over the liner to
hold it tightly in place and keep it
hidden from sight.

strong wide steel pedal: Our extra-
wide steel pedal is engineered to last
150,000 steps — that's more than 20
steps a day for 20 years.

silent close lid: Our patented lid
shox® technology controls the motion
of the lid for a slow, silent close.

stabilizer bar: Keeps the can steady
for smooth and solid operation.

internal hinge: Prevents the lid from
bumping the wall.

custom fit liners: Our code K liners
are designed to fit this can perfectly and
are extra strong to prevent leaks and
tears. Come in convenient refill packs
that dispense liners one at a time and
fit perfectly in cans with our new liner
pocket feature.

can size
 

45 Liters
11.89 Gallons

product (W.D.H.) 18.5 x 12.6 x 25

box dimensions 18.5 x 12.6 x 25

MC box 18.3 x 13.2 x 38.4

(inches)

product (W.D.H.) 47 x 32 x 63.5

box dimensions 47 x 32 x 63.5

MC box 46.5 x 33.5 x 97.5

(cm)

weight w/pkg 10.3 lbs.

MC quantity 2

MC weight 25.3 lbs.

MC cube 5.368 ft.3

sizes and dimensions

sku # CW1386

upc# 838810017471

liner model K

skus


